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ON TEMPORARY KEYNESIAN EQUILIBRIA* 

by Jean-Michel GRANDMONT and Guy LAROQUE 

One of the fundamental purposesof Keynesian theory is to present 

a model of the economy where transactions take place at prices that do not 

achieve the equilibrium of supply and demandas the classics understood it. 

This implies that, in such a model, short run adjustments must take place 

at least partly by quantity rationing instead of pries movements. 

Until recently, the research on Keynesian thinking has been done 

mainly within the framework of macroeconomic models pertaining to the 

neoclassical tradition. Money wages are assumed to display downward rigi

dities. and the labour markets are equilibrated by quantity rationing 

(unemployment), On the contrary, prices are supposed to move instantaneous

ly on the markets for goods in order to match supply and demand, Accor

dingly, economic agents behave competitively on these markets, It has 

been shown, within the framework of this formalization, that, in some cases 

(destabilizing expectations, liquidity trap), there may exist no pries 

system that would achieve an equilibrium of the economy in the classical 

sense (see, e,g,, F. Modigliani (1963) 1). Nethertheless, according ta 

this line of thought, there is no fundamental difference at the conceptual 

level between the neoclassical and the keynesian models. It is this "neo

classical synthesis" that one finds in many macroeconomic textbooks, 

After the works of Clower (1965), Leijonhufvud (1968), Patinkin 

(1949, 1965), the research on this tapie has developed in a different 

direction, The classical axiom claiming that prices move instantaneously 

ta match supply and demand is rejected, One is thus led to consider a 
1 

polar case of the previous one and ta study models which use the "fixed 
-

prices method" of Hicks (1965), Prices are assumed ta be rigid in the 

short run. The allocation of resources is then achieved only by quantity 
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rationing. Therefore, when making their choices, the agents will take into 

account the quantitative constraints that they perceive on the various 

markets (Barro and Grossman (1971), Grossman (1971, 1972), Solow and 

Stiglitz (1968)), This conceptual framework seems much richer than the 

previous one, for it allows to rationalize such concepts as the keynesian 

consumption function, the accelerator, or the existence of unvoluntary 

unemployment. It also permits to take into account such phenomena as the 

Phillips'curve (Iwai (1972, 1973)). 

The foregoing studies were all made either in a macroeconomic 

framework, or in a partial equilibrium analysis. It seems therefore useful 

to reexamine the issue with the help of modern techniques of general equi

librium analysis, It is one of the purposes of the present work, This 

approach was made possible by the recent research on temporary competitive 

equilibrium models (Arrow and Hahn (1971), Grandmont (1970, 1971), Green 

(1971, 1972), Sondermann (1971), Stigum (1969, 1973)), and by some impor

tant contributions ta equilibrium theory in case of price rigidities 

(Benassy (1973, 1974), Dreze (1973, b), Younes (1970, 1973) 2 ' 3 ). A previous 

attempt of this type was made by Benassy (1973), with different techniques. 

The aim of this study is ta present and compare the neoclassical 

and neokeynesian models within a unified framework, We shall argue that 

imperfect competition must be a central feature of the keynesian model, As 

a matter of fact, in the neoclassical tradition, prices are determined by 

the short run interaction of supply and demand, and the internal consis

tency of the modal does not force ta make more explicit how prices are set. 

On the contrary, once the fixed prices method is used, the mere logical 

consistency of the model requires that prices must be quoted by agents 

belonging ta the system. We shall also emphasize an important feature that 

seems ta have been underestimated on the previously quoted works, namely, 

the intertemporal character of production activities, and thus, the impor

tance of producers'expectations regarding future effective demand in the 

determination of current wages and employment. 
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In order to simplify the analysis, we shall consider a rudimen

tary economy composed of consumers-workers and of firms who exchange among 
themselves (consumption) goods, labor services and fiat money. In period t, 

firms combine goods available at the outset of the period and labor ser
vices, ta produce goods that will be available at the begining of period 
t+1. We will exclude from the analysis long term planning considerations, 

and thus will not explicitly introduce capitàl goods. Moreover, there will 
be no financial system that would enable firms to find external funds, 

Finally, we shall ignore the possible existence of a stock market or of 
dividend distribution. The latter restrictions seem unimportant. 

We shall study first the neoclassical interpretation of the 

keynesian mode! for such an economy. In this case, all agents behave as 
price takers. On the other hand, money prices and wages are free to move 
at date t to match supply and demand, but money wages cannot fall below 

some a priori given values, When a wage hits its minimum value, the corres
ponding labor supply is rationed. We shall prove the existence of such an 

equilibrium under the assumptions that are commonly used in the study of 
temporary competitive equilibrium models (continuous price expectations 
which do not depend "tao much" on the current price system), We shall also 
show that, under the same assumptions, a competitive equilibrium (i.e., 

without rationing) exists in this economy when there is no downward wage 
rigidity, Linder some conditions which are weak from the neoclassical point 

of view, stating essentially that the marginal real productivity of labor 
services is positive on the domain of feasible allocations, it can be shown 
that wages must be positive at a competitive equilibrium. It follows that, 

if all these conditions are satisfied, unemployment would not exist if 
minimum money wages were low enough, 

We shall study in the second part of the paper a keynesian model 

with imperfect competition. To fix the ideas, we shall postulats that prices 
are fixed by sellers. Accordingly, in the (very) short run, firms choose 
the p ices of their outputs, while workers choose the wages at WhiCh they 
would like to work 4 . These prices are quoted at the outset of period t. 
Then the adjustment of the markets for goods and labor services is achieved 
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by quantity rationing (money is not rationed), It is important to notice 
that the agents base their decision at date t partly on their expectations 

about the future state of the economy. In particular, firms must forecast 
given sufficient conditions for the existence of a short run equilibrium 

with rationing, we shall analyse the possible sources of unemployment in 

this model, We shall find that there are soma cases (when the producers' 
expectations concerning future effective demand are pessimistic) where 

there rnay be unvoluntary unemployment at all positive money wages 5 , 

The remainder of the paper is devoted to the formal treatment 
of the models, and to a discussion of their respective properties. In 

section 1, we describe the assumptions and concepts that are common to 
bath models, We then examine in section 2 the neoclassical version of the 

keynesian model, and in section 3, a keynesian model with imperfect compe
tition, A discussion of the models together with suggestions for future 
research are presented in section 4, while all proofs are gathered in 
sections 5 and 6, 

1. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS, 

We gather, in this section, all definitions and assumptions 

that are used in bath models, 

We consider an economy at date t. The agents who meet at that 

date are producers, indicated by j in the finite set J, and consumers
workers indicated by i in the finite set I, They exchange among themselves 
(consumption) goods indicated by k in the finite set K, labor services 

indicated by h in the finite set H and fiat money, We shall denote by 
K H q ER a vector of goods, l ER a vector of quantities of labor services, 

and m ER a quantity of money, By definition N =KU H, To simplify, N 

will also represent the number of elements in the set N, Accordingly, the 
d ·t 1·s RN+ 1 , The . t d t · ill b RK, comma 1 y space associa e mone ary pr1ces w e p E 

w E RH and 1, A price system is described by s = (p, w, 1) E RN+ 1 , 
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We define 
6 s { ) N+ 1 j } s = (p,w,1 E R s >, 0 

s = {s E s I p » o} 

We shall choose a very simple representation of production 

activities. In order to focus the attention on short run problems, we 

will neglect the interdependance of short run and long run decisions 

and will limit the firms'planning horizon to one period. In addition, 

there will be no financial system, nor dividends distribution. Accor

dingly, the j-th producer's activity in period t is to combine inputs 

of goods and labor services to get outputs of goods available at date 

t+1. Such a representation encompasses storage activities. The produc

tion possibilities perceived by the j-th producer at date tare repre

sented by a subset T of RK x RH x RK. A productionpplan is described j + + + 
by y= Cq1 , l, q

2
) T~ , where q1 and lare inputs of goods and labor .., 

services, and q2 is the expected output available at date t+1, We pos-

tulats 7 for every j : 

(a, 1) 

(a.2) 

T. is convex, closed and 
J 

For every bounded subset 

{q
2 

E R~ 1 (q
1

, f, q
2

) E 

0 E T., 
J 

Bof RK x RH, the set 
- + + 

Tj , (q1 , l) E s} is bounded, 

At date t, the j-th firms owns a stock of goods qj (t-1) E R: 

that was produced during the previous period, and an amount of money 

mj(t-1) E R+ , Its endowment of commodities is thus 
N+1 eJ.(t) = (q.(t-1), 0, m.(t-1)) ER • 

J J + 

Let us look at the i-th consumer (i E I), at date t. He 

consumes q E R~ , sells the labor services ,e. E RH and keeps an amount of 

money m E R+ . We shall assume, to simplify, that he cannot store goods. 

We will describe by l~ E RH the maximum supply of labor services 8 of 1 -
consumer i, By definition, L. = {l E RH Il~~ l ~ O} and 

1 1 

Hi= {h EH Il~ t- o}. Ateach date, the vector x = (q,l) must belong to 

Xi= R~ x Li • This implies that a typical consumer can survive without 

working, which is obviously a strong assumption. 
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The consumer's planning horizon is limited to period t+1, The 

i-th consumer's preferences are thus defined on Xi x Xi. By assumption. 
for avery i, 

(b) The preferences of consumer i can be represented by a func

tion u. : X. x Xi.~ R that is continuous and semi-strictly quasi-concave 
9 

-- 1 1 

Further, ui(q1• l 1, q2 , l 2J is increasing with respect to q1 and q2 • ~ 
decreasing wi th respect ta ,e.1 and .f.

2 
• 

Since our consumer cannot store goods, his resources at date t 
are only composed of his cash balance m. (t-1) ER+ , and are thus descri

N+1 J. 
bed by ei(t) = (0, 0, mi(t-1)) ER+ 

2, THE NEOCLASSICAL INTERPRETATION, 

We assume in this section that all economic agents actas price
takers. Moreover, prices of goods are supposed to react rapidly enough in 

the short run to match supply and demand, through, for instance, some 

tatônnement process. On the other hand, money wages display downward rigi
dities : they cannot fall below some values described by w* E RH. The 

+ 
* constraints w ~ w may be institutionaly given (minimum wages law) or may 

10 be set by the workers themselves • By definition, 

s* = {s = (p,w,1) Es 

-* -S = {s = (p,1;,1,1) ES 

w ~ w*} 

w ~ w*} 

Then, if w~ > 0, and if, during the adjustment process, wh hits the mini-
* mum value wh, the corresponding labor market is equilibrated by rationing 

of the labor supply (underemployment). This rationing is brought about by 
means of a signal perceived by some (or all) workers that expresses, for 
each of them, the maximum amount of labor that he is allowed to supply on 

* this particular market. On the other hand, when wh = 0, the squilibrium 
of the corresponding labor market must be reached only by the price mecha
nism, 
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Therefore, in this model, the consumers'choices are function of 
the current price system, of the quantitative signals that they perceive 
if they are rationed on some labor markets, and of their knowledge of the 
past. On the other hand, producers are never rationed in this model, and 
thus base their decisions only upon their knowledge of the current pries 
system and of the past states of the economy, 

2.1. The model, 

We begin with the consumers'behaviour. At date t, the i-th consu
mer must choose an action a= (x,m) in Ai= Xi x R+ that specifies his 
consumption, his labor supply and the amount of money that he wishes to 
keep until the next period. In order to make his choice, the consumer must 
forecast the state of the economy at date t+1, In this model, it is enough 
for him to forecast the price system s 2 ~ S that will prevail, and the 
maximum amount of labor ( 2 E Li that he will be allowed to supply, For 
simplicity, this forecast is certain and is described by a point of S x Li. 
It depends upon the consumer's knowledge of the past and on the signals 
currently perceived. Since the pastis fixed in the analysis, its influence 
on e~pectations is not explicited. On the other hand, by assumption, the 
signals currently perceived by the consumer are the current price system 
and quantity signals on some labor markets in case of rationing. We shall 
assume however that the consumer's forecast only depends upon the current 
price system. We shall corne back to this assumption in the discussion of 
our concept of equilibrium 11 • Accordingly, the i-th consumer's expecta
tions are described by a mapping ~i taking s* into S x Li • 

It is convenient to represent the consumer's behaviour as a 
* two-steps procedure, Let s 1 ES be a pries system quoted at date t, Let 

Ni , a (may be empty) subset of H, stand for the set of labor mark 0 ts on 
N which our consumer perceives a quantitative signal, and let ( 1 E R_i be 

the corresponding signals. Then, the consumer's forecast is ~i(s
1

) = (s
2 , ~2 ), 

where s 2 = (p2 , w2, 1). Now, for any action a= (x1 ,m) E Ai. let vi(a,s
1

) 
be the maximum of ui(x1 , x2 ) when x2 = (q 2 , l 2) varies in x1 subject to 
p2 .q2 + w2,l2 = m and l

2 ~ ~2 • Then, the consumer will choose an action 

./. 
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a= (x1 ,m) ·E: Ai, with x
1 = (q

1
, l

1 J, 

to s 1 ,a = s 1 ,ei(t) and l 1h >, ~ih for 

actions is denoted ai(s1 , ~1 , Ni). 
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so as to maximize vi (a, s 1 ) subject 

every h EN .. The set of optimal 
1 

We proceed now to the study of the producer j at date t, He 
must choose an action a = (q1, l1, m) in A. = Proj T. X R where , 

J + 
,..,K HJ 

Proj T. is the projection of Tj on 1, X R . Here again, the producer J + + 
must forecast the state of the economy at date t+1, that is, the vector 

of prices of goods that will then prevail, We shall again assume that 
this forecast is certain in order to avoid the problems involved in the 
definition of a satisfactory criterion for a firm operating under uncer
tainty, If we do not formally take into account the influence of the past 
upon expectations, the producer's forecast is function of the current price 

* system alone, and can therefore be described by a mapping ~. taking S 
K J 

into R+ . 

* Given the current price systems = (p, w, 1) E S , the producer 
will try to maximize the money value of the firm at date t+1, Equivalently, 
he will maximize the expected profit Wj(sJ,q

2 
- p.q

1 
- w.l

1 
subject to 

a= (q1 , .t1 , m) E Aj , y= (q 1 , l
1 , q

2
) E Tj and s.a = s.e/tJ, y and a 

being the unknowns of the problem. This yields a set of optimal actions 
ex. ( s). 

J 

We next give a formal definition of equilibrium. In ordsr ta do 
that, we must specify when the workers perceive quantitative signals on 
the labor markets. First, it is natural to impose that no rationing occurs 

* * on the market h when wh > wh or wh = O. Second, no constraint will be 
perceived by the i-th consumer on the labor market h if he does not par

* ticipate in that market, i.e,, if lih = O. In other words, we shall impose 
N. c H .. Finally, we shall assume that a consumer does not perceive a quan-1 1 

titative signal on a given market if he is not rationed on that market. 
* Formally, the price systems= (p,w,1) E S, the actions a. E A. and 

J JN, 
ai E Ai , the (may be empty) sets N1 c Hi and the signale ti ER 1 

(i E I, j E JJ define a neoclassical equilibrium with rationing at date t 
if 

./. 
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li (ai - ei (t)) + Ij (aj - e/t)) = O. 

aJ. E a.(s) for every j, and a. E a.(s.~ .• N.) for every i, J ----"-- --l l ll 

wh > w~ or w~ = 0 implie3 h t Ni for every i. 
N. 

~i is the projection of ai on R 1 for everi i, 

It must be noted that this definition does not specify the dis
tribution of unemployment among workers : the rationing scheme is arbri
trary. Given the present specification of the model, no particular scheme 
seems more appropriate. One can however study the existence of an equili
brium corresponding to a priori given rationing schemes. 

We shall focus the attention on three cases.Given h, let 
Ih = {i E I Il~ I o}. First, we can impose on the rationing scheme to . 12 lh 
be uniform : 

(E,S) h E Nin Ng implies ~ih = ~gh for every i and gin Ih , 

Rationing on the labor market h may also be implemented according 
to some ordering, Let 1-i be an order relation defined on Ih. Then i >t; g 
means that the consumer i must be rationed before the consumer g. We can 
impose that a worker gis constrained only if all workers i such that 
i >f:i gare fully rationed, that is : 

(E. 6) h E Ng impl ies h E N1 and f;ih 
such that i >t:; g. 

= 0 for all i 

Finally, we may impose on the rationing on the market h to be 
proportional to the workers'labor supply if they were not constrained on 
that market, i.e., to their effective labor supply. In order to make this 
concept of proportional rationing meaningful, we assume that the consumers' 
utility functions are strictly quasi-concave 13 

Formally, consider an 
equilibrium satisfying (E,1)-(E.4). For every i such that h E Ni, let 
N' = N. \ {h}, and consider ~·. E RN'i that is obtained from ~

1
. by dropping i 1 l 

the component ~ih' Under the assumption of strict quasi-concavity of 
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preferences, the set a.(s,ç' ,, H' .) reduces to a single point 
'v 'v 'v l l l 
a. = (q., l. , m.), By definition, the i-th consumer's effective labor 

l l l l 'v 

supply on the market h is equal to R.ih , Then, proportional rationing 
14 on the market h means : 

Remark, 

(E,7) If h E Ng for some g E Ih' one has h E Ni for all i E Ih, 

and there exists a real number O ~eh~ 1 such that 
'v 

çih = eh fih for all i E Ih , 

We assumed that the consumers'expectations were independent of 

the quantitative constraints that they may perceive on the current labor 

markets. We wish to discuss this assumption in connection with an important 

feature of our concept of equilibrium, that is, the assumption that workers 

do not receive a quantitative signal if they are not rationed, 

Assume that expectations depend upon perceived constraints on 
* Ni . the labor markets. Then, given s 1 ES, N. c H and ç, ER , the 1-th 

l l 

consumer's forecast (s~, Ë) r S x L. is denoted ~. (s1 ,ç.,N.), For each ,_ -2 - 1 1 1 1 
a= Cx1,m) E A., let v.(a,s1,ç.,N.) be the maximum of u.(x1,x2) when 

l l l l 1 

x
2 

= (q 2 , l 2) varies in Ai subject to p2 .q
2 

+ w2,l2 
= m and l

2 
~ ç2 , 

The set ai(s1 , çi' N.) is defined as before as the set of actions 
l 

a = (q1, l1, m) CA. that maximize vi(s1, çi' Ni) subject to s
1 

,a = s1 ,ei(t) 
l 

and R.1 h ~ çih for all h E Ni. 

Suppose that we keep the assumption that workers do not receive 

a quantitative signal on a labor market if they are not rationed, Then 

equilibrium at date t is defined by conditions (E,1)-(E,4) above. But, 

when trying to prove the existence of such an equilibrium, one is confron

ted to a serious problem. For the consumers'behaviour can display disconti

nuities when one goes from a situation where is no rationing to a situation 

where a quantitative constraint is perceived. Of course, the problem disap

pears if expectations are assumed independent of rationing, 

Another solution can be found by changing the concept of equili

brium. One can assume that workers do perceive signals on the labor markets 

./. 
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even if they are not rationed. This type of solution was implemented by 
J,P. Benassy in his thesis (1973, 1974). Formally, this amounts to saying 
in the above definition of an equilibrium that N. = H.={h E H ll~h t O} 

1 1 1 
for all i and ta replace (E.3) and (E,4) by 

* * 0 CE, 3 bis) wh > wh ~ wh = 0 implies ,(.ih > ~ih for all i E Ih • 

The results below are then valid with trivial changes, provided 

* that, for every i, w.(s, ç., H.) is continuous with respect tas ES and · 1 l 1 

R
Hi 

~i E , The techniques of the proofs are unchanged. 

2.2. An Existence Theorem. 

Hers are sufficient conditions to insure the logical consistency 
of the model, 

THEOREM 1, Assume I
3
. q.(t-1) >> 0, I. l* << 0, I. m. (t-1) > 0, and J l i l l 

for every i and j, 

(1) wj is a continuous function, 

(2) For every sequence sr Es* such that lim ~srll= +00 , 

lim sr/ llsrll = (p, w, O) with w = O, one has lim w.(sr)/ ilsrll=o, 
J 

(3) wi is a continuous function. 

* (4) The image of S by w. is contained in a compact subset of - 1 -

Then, there exists a neoclassical equilibrium with rationing. 

COROLLARY. Linder the assumptions of the theorem, there exists an equili
briurn satisfying (E.5) or (E,6). If, in addition, the consumers'utility 
functions are strictly quasi-concave, there exists an equilibrium satis
fying_ (E,7), 
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Assumption (4) is commonly used in temporary competitive equi
librium models, Together with l· m. (t-1) > 0, it makes sure that a "real l. l 
balance effect" appears when some prices of goods tend ta zero, In the 
presence of Ii ,Ç << 0, it guarantees that an excess demand appears for r 
large enough for every sequence sr that tends to infinity such that 

r Il r Il - - -lim s / s = (p, w, D), with w f O. The purpose of assumption (2) is ta 
obtain the same result when; = o. 15 

This set of conditions implies the 
existence of a finite oquilibrium price system, that is, prevents the 
pries of money from bacoming zero, 

From (E.3) of the definition of an equilibrium, the foregoing 
theorem asserts the existence of a competitive equilibrium when w* = o. 16 

It is interesting in that case to have conditions implying that money wages 
are positive at this equilibrium. To simplify, assume that for every j, 

the set Tj is defined by a production function Fj taking R~ x R~ into R~ 

Assume further that for all actions aj E Aj and ai E Ai such 
that r.ca. - e.(t)) + Y.Ca. - el.. (t)) = 0, and for every h EH, there exists J J J ~1 l. 

a producer j such that one of the left hand partial derivatives aFjk;al1h 
(k E K) is positive. In other words, the marginal physical productivity 
of labor is always positive on the set of feasible states of the economy. 
It is then clear that, i.f 1/1. ( s) » 0 for all s E s* and j E J, any competi-J 
tive equilibrium is such that w >> o. 

To sum up, we have shown that an equilibrium with rationing 
exists provided that expectations do not depend tao much on the current 
price system. The purpose of this assumption is to ensure the existence 
of a real balance effect in the economy. On the other hand, when expecta
tions are strongly influenced by the current price system, one can find 

th 1 . 1 1 h · 1. b ' d t ' t 17 Th nonpa o ogica examp es w ere an equ1 1 r1um oes no ex1.s • us, 
this result confirms a conjecture that is often made in the discussion 
of keynesian models : there are cases of "destabilizing expectations" 
where the logical consistency of the classical model (case w* = 0) is not 
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guaranteed, But one sometimes finds in the literature that downward wage 
rigidities will then restablish the consistency of the system, Theorem 1 
shows that this conjecture is false, for we need exactly the same assump
tions with or without downward wages rigidities. The need for assumptions 
of this type on expectations cornes from the very nature of the Walrasian 
model the price system is allowed to vary widely (in particular, it may 
go to infinity) during the tatonnement process, We shall see later on that 
such an assumption on expectations is no longer needed when one uses the 
"fixed price method", 

The second important finding is that under the assumptions of 
the theorem, when w* = 0, a competitive equilibrium (i.e, without rationing) 
always exists,with positive money wages, if the marginal real productivity 
of labor is positive on the set of feasible states of the economy, The 
latter condition is not really a restriction, from a neoclassical point 
of view. in developed economies with enough capital, Thus, we find, as 
the classics did, that unemployment can be removed in this model by a 
sufficient decrease of money wages. However, even if one accepts the logic 
of the model, one cannot claim that wages should be decreased for effi
ciency reasons, for a temporary competitive equilibrium does not in general 
display any reasonable optimality properties, This is due to the fact that 
all agents make decisions at date tin function of their expectations about 
the future which may be completely false, In particular, it is easily 
checked that the level of money wages at a competitive equilibrium may be 
quite low when the producers'expectations about the prices of their products 
are low themselves. This wage level cannot be considered as better than 
any other. 

Finally, we would like to emphasize, after many others, a serious 
shortcoming of the above model, that is related to the interpretation of 
the constraints w >, w*. If one assumes that these constraints describe 
downward wage rigidities, in which case w* is equal to the wages that 
prevailed in the previous period, the model yields the embarassing conclu
sion that persistent unemployment cannot be observed with rising wages, 
which is contrary to the facts, In order to salve this problem, one can 

* consider that w is set by the workers in each period and revised 
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in function of the evolution of the economy. But then, one is led to 
lend to the workers a price making behaviour. In the same spirit, one 
should admit a similar behaviour from the part of producers. It is pre
cisely a model of this kind that we are going to study in the second 
part of this paper, 

3. A KEYNESIAN MOOEL WITH IMPERFECT COMPETITION. 

We now consider a different functioning scheme of the economy. 
We assume that the agents are no longer price takers but behave as price 
makers. To fix the ideas, we po51u1ate that the agents set the prices of 
the commodities that they sell, Therefore producers choose the prices of 
their outputs, while workers choose the wages at which they would like 
ta work. By assumption, the price system which results of these choices 
is fixed at the outset of the market of date t. The equilibrium at date t 
is then achieved only by quantity rationing on the markets for commodities, 
with the exception of the money market. Thus, the following model must 
be interpreted as a very short period model. 

Before describing the model, we must make more precise a few 
concepts. In the sequel, a commodity will be defined by its physical 
characteristics and by the agent who is able to sell it on the market. 
The set of goods K is thus partitioned into nonempty disjoint sets Kj 
(j E J), where Kj represents the set of products that the producer j 
can sell on the market. Two goods belonging to K. and K. can of course 

J J' 
display the same physical characteristics. In the same spirit, the set H 
of labor services is the union of the nonempty sets Hi= {h EH ll;h; O} 
Ci E I) that were defined in the first part of the paper. Further, the 
sets Hi are now assumed to be pairwise disjoint. This set of assumptions 
leads us to postulate the following conditions. First, when we write a 

l 1, q
2

) ET. , it must be understood production plan of the firm j, (q
1 , 

K· that q
2 

is a vector of R J : T. is a 
. + J 

JK H K· 
subset of R x R x R J • On the + + + 

other hand, when considering e.(t) 
J 

assume that q.~(t-1) = 0 for all k 
J~ 

= (q.(t-1), 0, m.(t-1)), we always 
J J 

in K \ Kj. 

./. 
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3.1. The Madel. 

We consider the economy at date t and suppose that the agents 

already have quoted the 
* K· 

prices that they control. Accordingly, the produ
cer j quoted p. e R J , whils the 

J + 
* Hi consumer i announced w. e R . We shall 

denote the resulting price system by s* = (p*, w*, 1) e 
1 N+1 + 
R+ , li'Jhere 

* * P* = (p.) and w* = (w.), 
J 1 

We first look at the praducer j. He must choose an action 

a= (q1 , i 1 , m) e Aj , where Aj is the intersection of Proj Tj x R+ that 
was previously defined, and of {(q1 , l 1 , m) 1 q1k ~ qjk(t-1) for every 

k e Kj}, The new constraint which appears in the definition of the set 

of feasible actions reflects the fact that producer j cannot be a net buyer 
of his own products, since he is the only producer of these goods, 

The choies of an action by firm j will depend upon the signals 
received from the market (the fixed pries system, and quantitative signals 
in case of rationing) and on the producer's expectations about the future 

effective demand for hi:3 products, We shall assume have again that the 
producer's expectations do not depend on the quantitative signals received 
in case of rationing. We shall describe the producer's forecast of the 

K· 
effective demand for his products at date t+1 by a function P. : R J + R. K. J + + 
Then, given q e R+J, Pj(q) represents the maximum proceeds that the pro-
ducer expects at date t to get from the sale at date t+1 of the quantity 
q e R:j . One can imagine that p,(q) is the result of the following process. 

J 
Given his expectations Gbout the behaviour of the other agents at date 

K· t+1, the producer tries to fcrecast the set of prices p e R J that will 
+ 

E RKj d-t allow him to sell exactly the quantity q + that date, taking into 
account the possible rationing of supply or demand. One can reasonably 

assume that this set is closed. On the other hand, if qk > 0 for some 

k e Kj. the associated component pk must be bounded, for the product pk qk 
cannot exceed the total waalth of the economy at date t+1. Finally, if 

qk = 0, the corresponding component pk can be chosen arbitrarily between 
0 (included) and +00 : the demand for this good will then be rationed, 

. I. 
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K. 
Linder these conditions, given q ER J , there always exists a set + K
Tr.(q) c R J 

J + 
of prices that maximize the sale's proceeds p,q, Then, 

by definition, pj(q) 18 = p.q for all p c n.(q). 
J 

We can now describe precisely the j-th producer's behaviour. 
Let NJ. , a may be empty subset of N, be the set of markets on which the 

N· producer receives quantitative signals, described by ç ER J, By defini-
tion, s represents constraints on tho net exchanges of the producer. 
Further, sn ~ 0 when n E Nj n Kj for, then, çn is a constraint on the 
producer's excess supply of the good, Finally, çn ~ 0 when n E Nj \ Kj 
for, then, s represents a constraint on the producer's net demand. 

n N· 
Given Nj and such a E e R J, the producer will choose an action 
a= (q1 , l 1 , m) E A. , a production plan y= (q1 , l 1 , q2 ) ET. and an 

J K· J (expected) vector of sales at date t+1, q e R J , so as to maximize the + 

expected profit Pj(q) - p*,q1 - W*,l 1 subject to : 

(i) 0 ~ q ~ q2 

(ii) s*. a = s* ,e/tl 

(iii) Ek ~ q1k - qjk(t-1) for every k E N. n Kj J 

(iv) q1k ~ Ek and 1
1h ~ Eh for all k e Nl (K \ K.) and 

J 
all h E Nj n H. 

The constraint (i) expresses the fact that sales at date t+1 cannot exceed 
19 the available output, while (ii) is the budget constraint of period t. 

Finally, (iii) and (iv) describe how the producer's net exchanges are 
constrained on the markets for commodities in Nj . The set of optimal 
actions corresponding to this problem is denoted a.(ç., N.). 

J J J 

Let us study now the consumer i, He must choose an action in 
Ai= Xi x R+ in function of the quantitative signals that he receives 
from the market in case of rationing. As before, we assume that the 
consumers'expectations do not depend on the constraints that they perceive 
in case of rationing. In order to make a decision, the consumer i must 
forecast the prices of goods that will be quoted by the producers at 

,/. 
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K date t+1, say pi2 ER+ , as well as the maximum arnount of these goods 
K that he will be allowed to buy, say si2 ER+ . In addition, the consumer 

i must forecast the maximum incarne that he can receive if he decides to 
sell at date t+1 the labor services .t2 E Li , say, Pi (R.2 ) ~ 0, This 

defines an expected incarne function Pi : L. + R , that can be justified 
2 + 20 

by the same arguments as in the case of producers. 

Here again, it is convenient to look at the consumer's behaviour 

as a two stages procedure. Given a= (x1 , m1 ) in Ai , let vi(a) be the 

maximum of ui(x1 , x2 ) when x
2 = (q2 , l 2) varies in Xi subject to 

Pi2 .q2 + m2 = m1 + Pi(l2 J and q2 ~ si2 , where m2 is unknown (as a matter 
of fact, the consumer may be unable to spend all his wealth in period t+1 

owing to the rationing on the goods markets (forced savings)), If P. is a 
l 

continuous function, this maximum exists. Now let N. 
l 

be a may be empty 

subset of KU H. describing the markets on which our consumer receives a 
i N· 

quantitative message, represented by s. ER 2 The vector l;. represents 
1 l 

constraints on the consumer's net trades. By assumption, l;n ~ 0 if 
n E N. n K and l; 

1 

a = (x,m) in A. 
l 

X f l; 
n n for all 

optimal actions 

~ 0 if n E N. n 
n l 

so as to maximize 

n E Ni n K, and x 

is denoted aï (l;i' 

Hi. Then, the 

vi (a) subject 

~ l; for all n n 
Ni). 

consumer will choose 

to s*.a = s*,e.(t), 
l 

n EN. n H .. The set of 
l 1 

We next give the definition of an equilibrium. As in the study 
of the neoclassical model, we shall assume that an agent receives a quan

titative signal on a given market only if he is rationed on that market. 
Furthermore, we shall rBquire that either supply or demand is rationed, 

but not both. 21 Formally, given s*, a Keynesian equilibrium will be defined 
by the actions a. , a. the (may be empty) sets N. c N and N. c KU Hi, 

J 1 N N· J 1 
and the signals l;. E R j, l;. ER 1 (i E I, j ( J) such that J 1 

( E .1) 

(E.2) 

(E.3) 

L- (e. - e.(t)) + l, (a. - e.(t)) = 0, 
J J J l l 1 

a. E a.. (l;., N.) and a. E a. (C, N.) for all i and j. 
1 l 1 1 -- J J J J 

l;i(resp, l;J.) is the projection of ai - ei(t) (resp. 
Ni N · aJ.-e.(t)) on R (resp. R J) for all i and j. 

J -

. /. 
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(E.4) h EN. 
l 

n Hi for some i E I implies h /. Nj for all j E J. 

Further, k EN. n K. for some j E J implies k 1. N. for 
J J l --

all i E I and k 1. Nj' for all j' E J, j 1 -/ j. 

Remarks. As before, the foregoing concept does not specify how shortages 

are distributed among agents, One can, as in the case of the neoclassical 
model. impose further constraints on the rationing scheme similar to (E,5), 

(E.6) or (E.7) (see section 2,1), and prove the existence of a Keynesian 

equilibrium satisfying one of these conditions. Details are left to the 

readers. 

Finally, one can, as in the previous model, assume that an 

agent's expectations are influenced by perceived quantitative signals 

provided that one requires that such signals are indeed perceived on every 

market. That is, one would require N. =KU H. and N. = N. Then, in the 
l l J 

foregoing definition of an equilibrium, (E.3) and (E.4) would be replaced 
by : 

(E.3 bis) t;ih = R.. for some i E 
ih I and h E Hi implies t;jh > ,ejh 

for all j E J. Further, t; j = qjk - qjk(t-1) for some 

j E J and k E Kj implies t;ik > qik for all i E I and 

t;j'k > qj'k for all j' E J, j' ':/ j. 

The analysis below then applies with straightforward changes if 

expectations are assumed to depend continuously on the quantitative s1gn~1s 
~- E RN and~. E RKUHi. 
J l 

In order to complote the model, we have to make precise the deter

mination cf prices by the agents at the begining of period t. This can be 
achieved in many ways, In what follows, we give an example of how this can 

be done. We focus the attention on the price making behaviour of the produ
cer j, For instance, the producer may choose the following nmyopic" rule, 
At the outset of period t, he would forecast, in function of his knowledge 
of the past history of the economy, the maximum receipt that he can expect 

K· 
to get from the sale of q E R J at date t, say p /qJ. To each q would then + 

./. 
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correspond a set of optimal prices TI.(q), Then, the producer would choose 
J 

a quantity q (and therefore, a set of prices in TI.(q)) that would maximize 
J 

pj(q) subject ta Of q ~ qj(t-1), A more realistic approach would be ta 

assume that the producer chooses a set of prices ta be quoted at date tas 
well an ex ante production plan in function of his expectations regarding 
the states of the market at date t and t+1, It is not difficult (but 
lengthy) ta write the problem that should be solved by the producer in that 
case, We do not go further, for this would not add much ta the understanding 
of the short run workings of the model, 

3,2, An Existence Theorem. 

THEOREM 2, 

We must study the logical consistency of the model. 

Assume for all i and j, 

(1) (q/t-1), 0) E Proj T j • 

K· 
(2) The set Q. = 

J 
{q E ~+J I P/q) > o} is convex, and the res-

triction of p. to Qj is continuous and concave. If Q. 
J- . - J 

empty, then for every q* E R+J , q* ~ 0, there exists 

such that q ~ q*, 

(3) The function pi is continuous and concave on Li. 

Then, there exists a Keynesian equilibrium. 

is non

q E Q. 
J 

If one looks at the problem defining the producers'behaviour, one 
finds that a firm which is rationed on all markets may be forced ta keep its 
stocks of goods, while being unable ta use as inputs the goods of other 
producers or labor services. We must accordingly assume that the firm can 
pursue its activities in such a situation, This is done in condition (1), 

which contains as particular cases the assumptions of "free disposal", or 
of costless storage, The assumptions (2) and (3) are there only ta guaranteo 
nies continuity and convexity properties of the agents'demand correspon
dances. 

./. 
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The foregoing result establishes the existence of Keynesian 

equilibrium for any given pries systems*= (p*. W*, 1) quoted by the 
agents at the outset of period t. Given the price-making behaviour of 

the agents, this pries system is endogeneous and is entirely determined 
by the past history of the economy. But imagine for a moment that we can 

take s* as a variable parameter. We can then ask a question that was at 
the canter of the controversy between classical and keynesian economists. 

Ooes there exists a choice of s* such that. at the associated Keynesian 

equilibrium, all markets are cleared in the classical sense, that is, 

without rationing? In order to give an answer to that query, we must 

recognize the fact that individual expectations about the state of the 

market at date t+1 are function of the prices quoted by the other agents 
at date t, By analogy with our study of the neoclassical model, it is 

intuitively clear that. if individual expectations depend "too much" on 
the prices that are quoted by the other agents, there may be no choies of 

s* that would permit to claar the markets without rationing. as soma 
Keynesian economists conjectured. The important fact to notice is that 
we need net worry about that to ensure the logical consistency of the Key
nesian modal as it is formulated here. 

We can go further. Assume that there exists a choies of s* such 
that all markets clear without rationing. Can we be sure that the correspon
ding wages W* are positive? It can be checked that, even when the marginal 
physical productivity of labor is positive on the set of feasible alloca

tions, there are cases where clearing of all markets without rationing 

involves zero wages. It is due to the fact that, in this model, the amount 

of labor services demanded by firms is strongly influenced by their expecta
tions about the future effective demand for their products. Look at the sets 
Qj that are defined in (2) of Theorem 2, To simplify the exposition, assume 
that they are independant of the current pries systems*. It is natural 
to assume that Qj is a bounded set of every j, Under reasonable assumptions 
on the technology T. , this condition sets an upper bound to the amount of 

J 
labor demanded by the firm at all prices and wages, Assume on the other 

hand that there is no desutility of labor so that the (unconstrained) labor 
supply is constant for all positive wages, It is then clear that, when 

,/. 
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the firm's expectations are pessimistic (i.e., all points of Q. are close 
K· J 

enough to the origin of R+J), there will be unemployment at all positive 
22 wages, 

Finally, we wish to remind the reader that, even if there exists 

a choies of s* such that equilibrium is achieved without rationing, there 

is no reasonable ground to claim that this price system is better than 
another, for the decisions taken by the agents at date t may be based 

upon wrong expectations about the future course of the economy, 

4, CONCLUSIONS, 

The foregoing analysis suggests that models using the fixed 

pries method are better tools to describe the workings of modern econo

mics. The basic axiom undelying neoclassical models is that prices move 
instantaneously to match supply and demand, In order to rationalize this 
postulats, economists have introduced a fictitious auctioneer who would 

adjust prices in function of excess demand on every market. It is hard to 
find markets which actually function in that way. On the other hand, in 

fixed prices models, a short run equilibrium is reached through adjustment 

on quantities. We have emphasized the fact that, in order to close such mo
dels in a cons~stent way, one must admit that prices are set by some agents 

belonging to the economic system and specify the pries making behaviour 

of these agents. In other words, the logical consistency of the model 
requires the introduction of imperfect competition, This couple of assump

tions (imperfect competition, plus short run adjustment on quantities) 

leads ta a madel whi~h seems much more apprapriate to describe the forma
tion of prices whic~ takes place in our ecanamies. 23 

In order ta make precise aur fixed prices model, we assumed that 
prices were set by sellers. It is clear that this assumption is quite 
arbitrary. Indeed, the central question to be answered in subsequent 

studies of keynesian models seems to be : haw are fixed the prices? It 
is a difficult problem. It is clear at the outset, however, that any 

satisfactory answer ta that problem should take explicitly into account 

./. 
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such elements as information costs, transaction costs, and perhaps more 
importantly the costs involved in price quotation. Moreover, the relative 
sizes of the participants in each market should play a key role in the 
analysis, this being due to the cost of making coalitions together with 
the indivisibility of information. 

An example may clarify this point. Consider a "big" seller 
facing a continuum of small buyers. Assume that these buyers must act 
individually (i.e,, they cannot form syndicates). Assume, on the other 
hand, that the seller has no information about the identity of buyers. 24 

Two extrema organizations of price setting can be considered in this set 
up. First, the seller can quote a single pries independent of the buyer. 
This unique signal then looks like a public good and is received by every 
buyer. On the other hand, one can imagine that every buyer sends a signal 
(a pries) ta the seller. If pries quotation involves some costs, as it 
should be, it is clear that the first kind of organization should 
prevail since it is less costly than the second one. This heuristic argu
ment can be extended to the case of a few big sellers facing a continuum 
of buyers. Of course it is reversed in the case of a big buyer facing a 
large number of sel: rs, In such cases, it ssems natural ta assume that 
the "big side" of the market sets the prices. Then the fixed pries method 
seems quite appropriate. 

The method is less applicable when there are only a few partici
pants. In this case, the costs of communication are relatively small, The 
buyers and the sellers will directly conclude contracts, setting at the 
same time the exchanged quantity and the pries of exchange, The fixed 
price method cannot deal with these cases which should be analysed by 
using the methods of the theory of games. 

./. 
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5. PROOF OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION 2. 

Proof of Theorem 1. 

First one can easily show, using standard techniques. that the 

* function vi is well defined and continuous on Aix S. Furthermore, for 

* any given s ES, vi(.,s) is semi-strictly quasi concave with respect to 

a= (q, t, m) E Ai' strictly increasing in q and m and non decraasing in 
l. These remarks allow us to change the problam and to apply techniques 

( * H .. ( ) similar ta J. Dreze 1973 b). For any s ES and~ ER_ , let ais, t be 

the set of the actions a= (q, l, m) € Ai which maximize v1 Ca, s) subject 

to the constraints s.a ~ s.ei(t) and l~ ,. From the properties of v1 , we 

know that a E â
1

Cs, ~) implies s.a = s.e1 (t). On the other hand, 

[a = (q, l, m) , <\ Cs, ~) and lh > , h for some h] implies [a E a
1 

(s, ~·) 

for any ~· such that ~·h < ~h and ~·h' = ~h' for h' F h]. It follows that 
we can define in an equivalent manner an equilibrium by a pries system 

s = (p,w,1) Es*, the actions Ca1 ) and (aj)' and the vectors ~i E RH 
Ci E I, j E J) which satisfy (E.1) and 

* CE.3) 

One checks easily 

aj E aj(S) for all j and a1 E â1 (s,~1 ) for all i. 

* * wh > wh or wh = 0 implies ~ih < lih for all i. 

.. 
(5.1) The correspondance ai is non-empty-, compact-, convex-

25 * H valued and is u.h.c. on S x R • 

We must now study the behaviour of â. when some prices tend to 
1 

zero or infinity. This is done in the next propositions. 

( ) ( r ( r)) * (RH_) I h h 5.2 Let s , ~i E S x be a sequence, suc t at 
(~r) tends to (~.). Consider 

i ---- 1 

(i) sr tends to s = (p,w,1) such that pk = 0, for at least one 

k in K. 

(ii) Il sr Il tends to infinity, sr/ Il sr Il tends to (p,w,O), and there 

exists one h EH such that wh F O and ~ih F O for all i • 

. /. 
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If (i) or (ii) is satisfied, then for any sequence ar Eli 

we have Hmllarll = +oo, 

r r 
ai (s ' ~ i)' 

Ta prove this result, it is sufficient ta show that it holds for 

one consumer i such that m.(t-1) > 0 on the first case, and such that 
l 

* lih < 0 in the second (there always exists such a consumer). This can easi-

ly be proved, using the techniques of temporary equilibrium analysis (see 

Grandmont (1971)). The details are left ta the reader. 

The above result covers the case where the price system tends 

in norm towards infinity, but where the relative wages do not tend alto

gether towards zero. Otherwise, we have ta consider the producers'demand 

ta get a similar result. 

First one can check easily, using standard arguments 

* (5.3) The correspondence a. : S + A. is non-empty, compact, 
J J . * 

convex valued, and u.h.c. on the set {s = (p,w,1) E: S I w >> o}. Moreover, 

a. has a closed graph, 
J 

Then 

(5.4) Let sr Es* be a sequence such that llsrll tends to infinity 

and lim (sr/ llsrll ) = (p,w,O), with w = O. Then for any sequence 

ar E }:. a.(sr). one has lim llarl! = + 00 , 

J J 

Proof, If (5,4) were not true, one could find such a sequence sr and 
r r . sequences Ll • E a.(s) which converge, say, to a., Consider a j such that 

- J J - - o - r J r ,,r r 
p.q.(t-1) > O. We set a.= (q1 , .(., m1L a.= (q 1 , .(.., m 

1
1, end the 

J J r r rJ 
corresponding production plan (q 1 , l, q 2) ET .. For any j, one has 

r r r - - J_ 
s .a . = s ,8.(t), and so, by continuity, p.q

1 
= p.q.(t-1) which is 

J J J 
strictly positive. On the other hand O ET. implies that, for any j, 

J 
\/J.(sr).qr2 - (pr.q\ + wr,,er) ~ O. Dividing this inequality by llsrll and 

J 
going to the limit, we get p.q1 + w.t = p.q1 ~ o, which leads to a 

contradiction, 
Q,E.D. 

,/. 
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We can now corne to the proof of the existence of an equjlibrium 

with rationing. The central idea of the proof is borrowed from J, Dreze 

(1973 b). 

Choose s > 0, and define: 

N+1 1 S ={a= (p,w,1, ER p >> 0, 
s 

* Therefore S is a set containing S. For any o = (o,w,1) in S
8

, let us 
~ * * * H define s = f(cr) ES by f(cr) = (p, Max (w,w ), 1), Let~ ER such that 

* * ~ << l. , and for every i, let x. be a continuous function defined on S 

* 
1 H 1 

taking its values in R such that x
1

h(cr) = 

* * 
~ih for all cr when i t Ih 

(i.e. l
1

h = Dl or wh = 0, and such that 

= 

if \,\ - e:. 

* when i E Ih and wh > 0, 

Let us define the correspondence ~ : S ~ RN+
1 by 

e: 

By Walras'law, we know that f(cr),ç(o) = O. The functions x. being given, 
l 

e: 

it is clear that any vector a in S such that O E ç(o) defines an equili
c 

briurn with rationing, Conversely, any equilibrium satisfying (E,1) (E,2) 

(E,3) (E,4) can be represented by a vector cr ES such that O E Ç(o) provie: 
ded that the system of functions (x.) is choosen in an appropriate way 

* l * * (if wh = 0, there is no rationing since ~h < fih for all i). 

We shall prove the existence of such a a E Se: by adapting stan

dard methods (Debreu (1956, 1959)), Let ôr > 0 be an increasing sequence 

f .l'r __ .t-1 * o real numbers such that limr u + 00 and, for all h, u > wh, Consider 

the sequence of compact convex sets 

Sr= {oE Se:1/ôr ~ pk ~ ôr for all k ~ K, w~-e: ~ 
all h such that wh > 0, and (1/ôr) ~ wh ~ ôr otherwise}, 

From the construction of Sr, the restriction of ç to Sr is non-empty-, 

r, the image of sr compact-, convex-valued and u.h,c, Thus, for a fixed 

,/. 
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r N+1 r by t is contained in a compact, convex subset Z of R • For any z E Z, 

let 

* (J . • z 

Ta any (o,z) E Sr x Zr. let us associate the setµ (z) x t(o). According r 
to the Kakutani theorem, the so defined correspondance ~as a fixed point 

(or, zr), i.e., there exists or= (pr,wr,1) E Sr and zr E Zr such that 

r r r cr .z ?; a.z cr for any o E.;:, 

Let zr =(qr,,e_r,mr). We first remark that ,e_rh?; 0 for every h such that 
* r * wh ! O. For if lh < 0 for such an h, one would have w h = wh - E:, hence 

r ~ xih (o) = 0 for all i E Ih. in which case~ h?; O. We next wish to show 

that this implies or.zr = o. If w~ > 0 and ,e_rh > 0, we have wrh = ôr, which 
. * r r is greatertthan wh, and, therefore, fh(o) = cr h' It follows that 

or.zr = f(or).zr which is equal to zero by Walras'law. 

Therefore the sequence zr is bounded, since it is bounded from 
1 r 1 1 below and o .z s O for all r with cr e S, We can suppose without loss 

of generality that the sequence zr converges towards z = (q, l,m). 

The sequence or is certainly bounded; otherwise one could contra

dict (5.2) (ii) or (5.4) (if the sequence or is not bounded, the sequence 

f(ar) is also certainly unbounded). Therefore we can also suppose that 
or -the sequence converges towards (J = (p, - -

w, 1) ESE:, We certainly have 

o E s 
E:' 

i.e. p >> 0 ; otherwise one could 
-

contradict (5,2) (i). Hence by 
- (q, continuity z = R.,, in1 E 1';( cr) and 

0 = o,z ?; o,z for all cr in SE:, 

Now, p >> 0 implies q = O. Next, (*) implies f ~ 0 since ois finite, 

* Consider an h such that wh > O. We know by 
- * ~ = 0 when wh ! O. Consider next the case 

continuity that th ?; o. Thus 

* th < o. wh = 0 and That means 

that there is an excess supply of labor h. But we have assumed that the 

workers' utility functions were non decreasing with respect to labor 
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services. Thus we are sure that the point (0,0,~) belongs to ç(a). Finally 

rn = 0 since a.z O. Therefore we have found a vector cr e S such that 
E: 

0 e ç(a). This completes the proof of theorem 1. 

Q.E.O. 

Proof of the Corollary. 

We now corne to the proof of the corollary. We have seen that 

the rationing process was connected with the choice of the system of func

tions (xi). Therefore we will show that there exists a choies of the (xi) 

such that tt1e equilibrium obtained in the above proof satisfy one of the 

properties (E.5), (E.6) or (F:.7). 

a) As for (E.5), it is sufficient to require that, given h such that 

* wh I 0, the functions x1h(a) be equal for allie Ih. 

* b) To satisfy (E.6], given h such that wh I 0, let us consider a consumer 

i e Ih and suppose that his rank on the market h is r, We impose on 

xih the following extra conditions. For any cr e SE 

{ 
* l;h 

xï Ca) = 
ll 

0 

v1:;: w* - (E(r-1)/lrh!L 
h h 

cl To find an equilibrium which satisfies (E.7), we have to change a bit 

more deeply the above a~alysis. We assume that the consumers'utility 

functions are strictly quasi-concave. First for any s 

and for a given h, let us consider the (unique) action 

* H e S and Ç e R_ , 
'v 
aih(s,E;) \,1hich 

maximizes 

and lh, >, 

mark.eth, 

v.(a,s) subisct to tha constraints a~ A .• s.a, s.c. (t) 
l - l l 

tih' , h' I h, This dsfines the effective supply on the labor 
• 'v 

Aih(s,t), as the component Lh of the action a 1h(s,~J. When 

this operation is repeated for all h EH, we get the effective labor 

supply À.(s,t) = (À.h(s,t)J, a point of L .• We must prove the existence 
l l J 

of a price systems es*, actions Ca.) and (a.), and vecto~ ~- e RH such 
l J l 

that (E.1} (E.2*) (E.3*) are satisfled, as well as : 

./. 
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(E.7*) For all h, there exists a real number D ~ Bh, 1 such that 
1\, 

lih = 8h lih, with li= (lih) = À1 (s.~). for all i in I. 

To prove this, we proceed along the same lines as in the proof of 

Theorem 1, S is defined in the same way. What is new is that we are going 
e: 

to make the functions (xi) depend on t~e effective supply of labzr. More 

precisely, given a= (p,w,1) E Se: and li E Li , we define xih(cr,l1) E RH 

* * * as ~ih when wh = 0 or 1 r Ih. When wh > 0 and i E Ih, we assume: 

1\, 

x.h(cr.,l.) = 
]. ]. 

r * 

l 
~'h J.., 

~* + 
l\,ih 

lih 

1\, 1\, 

Thus given l. x.h(cr,l.) is a linear function of wh on the 
]. ]. ]. 

segments [w~, w~ - (e:/2)], [w~ - (e:/2), w~ - e:], and takes the value 
* * 1\, * * 

~ih when wh = wh, lih when wh = wh - (e:/2), and O when wh = wh -e:. 

1\, 1\, 1\, 

1\, Let L = rr
1 

Li. For a~y (cr,l) E Se:x L , with l = cl
1
), define 

z;(cr,l) = l· (~.(f(cr), x.(cr,l.)) - {e.(t)}) + L, (a.(f(cr)) - {e.(t)}). 
]. l ]. ]. ]. J J J 

* It is easy to check that an equilibrium satisfying to (E,1), (E.2 ), 

* * (E.3) and (E.7 ) is characterized by the vectors cr E Se: and 
1\, 1\, 1\, 1\, 1\, 

l = (l.) EL such that O E l;(cr,i) and l. = À,(f(cr), x.(cr,l.)) for all 
]. ]. ]. ]. ]. 

i E I. 

1\, 

In order to prove the existence of such a couple (cr,l), it suf-

fices to slightly modify the proof of Theorem 1. One considers the same 
1\, 

sequence of compacts Sr that approximates Se:. Then, for every (cr,{) in 
1\, 

Sr x Land z E Zr, one associates the setµ (z) x {(À,(f(cr), x.(cr,l.))} 
1\, r i i i 

x l;(cr,l) of Sr x Lx Zr. By applying Kakutani's fixed point theorem, 
r }r r r r }r 

one gets ( a , .{., ) E S x L and z E I';( cr , .{., ) such that 
l\,r À r r }r r r r r 
l. = .(f(cr), x.(cr, .{., )) and cr .z ~ a.z for every cr ES. The 

]. l ]. i 
proof ends as the proof of Theorem 1. The details are left to the 

reader. Q.E.D • 

. /. 
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6, PRODF OF THEDREM 2, 

K. 
* Let us corne now ta the second model, Given s ,for any ç E R_J X 

N\K. 
~+ J let aj(ç) be the set of the actions a= (q1 ,R.. , m) E Aj where Aj 
is the intersection of Proj T.x R with the set {Cq1,l 1 , mll q

1k, qJ.k(t-1}. * J * + which maximiza pj(q) - p .q1 - w. ,e subject to the constraints 

( i' ) 

(ii') 

( iii' ) 

(iv') 

D ~ q' q2 

* * s .a = s . e. (t) 
J 

çk f q1k - qjk(t- 1 ) 

q1k ~ (k and ,eh ~ 

~ D for all k E K. 
J 

çh for all k E K\K. and h E H 
J 

It is clear that [a = (q1 , R.., m) E âj ( 0 and çk < q1 k - qj k (t-1) for soma k 
in Kj (resp. q1k < çk for some k E K\Kj ; resp. lh < ~h for some h EH)] 
implies [a E âj(f;,') for any (' such that ç,'k < ~k and ~·n = (n for 
ni k (resp. çk < ('k and ~n = ç'n for n I k; resp. ( < (' and ç = (' * h Hi h K n n for ni h)], In a similar manner, given s, for any (ER x R+ let 
âi(() be the set of actions a= (q, l, m) E A1 which maximize v1 Ca) subject 

* to the constraints s .a= s.ei(t) , qk ~ F,k for all k E K and R..h ~ çh for 
all h E Hi. It is also claar that [a= (q1 , R.., m) E â.(() and qk ~ (k for 

J. -some k E K (resp. th> (h for soma h EH)] implies [a E ai((') for any (' 
such that (' > çk and E' = çri for n I k (resp. (' < [;h and E' = çn k , n h ., n 
for ni h)], It follows that we can define in an equivalent manner an 

H· 
RK. equilibrium by actions (a. ) and (a.) and vectors çi E R J. X J. J + K· 

ç;j E R J N\K· 
X R J (i E I, j E J) which satisfy ( E. 1) and + 

* (E.2 ) a. E a.((.) for all i and a. E a.((.) for all j. l ll---- --J JJ 
* (E.3 ) ,eih = (

2
• h for some h E H. impl ies ,e. h < E;,. h for all j E J. l J J ----

q1jk - qjk(t-1) = (jk for some k E Kj implies q1j'k < (j'k 
for all j' I j and q.k < (.k for all i. -- l l 

./. 

i 
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(6,1) The correspondence a. is non-empty-, compact-, convex-
J K. N\K. 

valued and u.h.c, on R J x R J 
+ 

Proof, First, consider the anticipated sales q corresponding to an 
optimal action a. E a.(;) and an anticipated output q

2
• It is clear that - J J 

q E Qj' for either q2 = 0, in which case q = 0 E Qj' or q2 # O, in which 
case q E Qj, One can thus add the constraint q E Qj in the producer's pro
blem without loss of generality. It is then trivial to check that (6,1) 
holds, Q,E,O, 

One also checks easily 

(6.2) The correspondance a. is non-empty-, compact-, convex-
1 H. 

valued and u.h.c, on R 1 x RK 
+ 

We can now corne to the proof of the existence of a Keynasian 
equilibrium. Let;* be a vector of 

* * 
N * R such that ;k < - qjk(t-1) for all 

k E K . ( j E J), and çh < lih for al 1 h E H. Ci E I) • Let 
l J N+1 j * s = {cr ER s -e: ~ cr , s~ + € e: n n n for all n EN}, for some a priori given 

H· K e: > 0, Consider a set of continuous functions 
x. : s + RKj x RN+\Kj Ci E I, j c J) that 

xi : se:+ R_
1 

x R+ and 

J e: 

for all 

for all 

for all 

. for all 

* h EH. 
l xih(cr) = ;h if Wh ~ 

* k E K xik(cr) = -; if p ~ k k 

* k E K. 
' xjk(a) = çk if p ~ 

J k 

N\Kj * n E 
' xjn(cr) = -ç if cr n n 

Let us define for every cr ES, e: 

satisfy 

* * 
Wh 0 if Wh = Wh -

* * 
pk 0 if pk = pk + 

* * 
pk 0 if pk = p -k 

* * ~ s 0 if (J = Sn + n n 

r;; Ca) = l- ( ; . ( x. Ca) ) - { e. ( t) } ) + I. ( a. ( xj (cr)) - { e . C t) } ). l l l l J J J 

e: 

e: 

e: J 

e:. 

-It is clear from the properties of the functions xi and xj that any cr E Se: 
such that O E r;;(Ô) defines a Keynesian equilibrium. 

. /. 
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Conversely, any Keynesian equilibrium can be described in such a way 

provided that the functions xi and xj are appropriately chosen, 

The proof of the existence of a a ES such that O E Ç(a) is 
E: 

straightforward, The image of S by z:; is contàined in a non-empty compact 
E: 

* 1 * convex set Z. For any z E Z, consider µ(z) = {a ES a .z ~ a.z for all 
E: 

a E S } • • The 
E: 

correspondance which associates the set µ(z) x ~(a) to each 

(a,z) e S x Z has a fixed point (;,i). i.e., z e ç(;) and a.z ~ a.i for 
E: 

all cr ES. Now, if z > 0 for some n EN, this implies a 
E: n n 

which casez ~ 0 by construction of the functions x. and n 1 -way, z < 0 implies z ~ 0, Thus, z = 0 for every n EN. n n n 
0 E l;(O), 

* = s + E:, in which n 
x .. In a similar 

J 
By \!Jal ras' law, 

Q,E.D, 
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1. See also Arrow-Hahn (1971, ch. 14) where the possible influence of 

failures is discussed. 

2. Benassy and Younes assume a fixed price system, while Dreze allows for 

price movements. In spite of apparent differences, the equilibrium 

concepts used by these three authors are quite similar, The special 

feature of Benassy's work is ta base the rationing schernes on the 

agents' effective dernands, as in Clower (1965) or Grossman (1971). In 

what follows, we shall use the central idea of Oreze's proof and we 

shall adapt it ta make it closer in spirit to that of Oebreu (1956, 

1959) for the case with no price rigidities. 

3. Younes presents an interesting contribution to the study of the optima

lity properties of a Keynesian equilibriurn in connection with the role 

of money in the exchange process. 

4. These assumptions are obviously restrictive. They are discussed in 

section 4. 

5, Of course, this does not exclude the case where unemployment is due ta 

"excessive~ wages fixed by the workers, 

6. For all x, y in RN, x ~ y means xn ~ yn for all n, x > y means x ~ y 

and xi y, while x >> y means x > y for all n. 
n n 

./. 
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7. Assumptions of this type were used by Sondermann (1971) in a temporary 

competitive equilibrium framework. 

,* 8. Of course. ~- could vary with the date. That would not add much ta the 
i 

present analysis, 

9. That is. for 

imply u. ( Sx 1 
i 

1 d 2 . X every x an x in . 
2 2 i 

1 2 
x xi. , u . ( x ) > u . ( x ) and O < S < 1 

i 1 
+ (1-8) x) > u.(x ), 

i 

10. But that rneans that workers then display a monopolistic price-making 

behaviour. We shall see more precisely in section 3 how to take into 

account such a behaviour. 

11. See the Remark at the end of the section. 

12, This type of rationing was studied by Dreze (1973 b), 

13 Th t · f 1 d 2 . X X . a is, ·or every x an x in . x . 
1 1 2i 

and O < S < 1 imply u1 (S x + (1-8) x ) 

1 , u. (x ) 
1. 

2 >u.(xJ. 
i 

') 1 2 
~ U • ( x'"") , X "f X 

1 

14. This type of rationing was considered by Grossman (1971), and generali

zed by Benassy (1973), 

15, One can replaco (2) by an assumption of substituability between labor 

services and inputs of goods to get the same result. Assumption (2) 

can be suppressed when the firms do not use goods as inputs, that is. 

when (q1 , f 1 J E Proj Tj implies q1 = o. for all j. 

16. For existence theorems in similar frameworks. see Arrow=Hahn (1971), 

Sondermann (1971), Stigum (1969, 1973), 

17. For an example see Grandmont (1971). 

18. This formulation covers the case of »competitive expectations", when 

pj(q) = p.q for some fixed p E R:j . But this case is not very interes

ting. 

./" 
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19. We are implicitly assuming "free disposal" at date t+1, 

20. Here again. the case of "competitive expectations" pi(l) = ;,l 
for some w, is a particular case of the analysis. 

21, This restriction is borrowed from Dreze's paper (1973 b), Of course. 

this restriction was not needed in section 2, since there, only the 
labor supply had to be rationed. For a study of such a restriction 

in connection with the role of money in the exchange process, see 

Younes (1973). 

22, This argument of course depends crucially on the assumption of an 

inelastic labor supply, i.e,, a labor supply that is bounded away from 
zero when money wages vary by stay positive, It must be noted that the 

argument no longer holds in the case of "Competitive expectations" as 

was shown in section 2. 

23. One can notice that, if the agents have competitive expectations, and 

if the prices are fixed at their neoclassical equilibrium values, the 

fixed price model leads to the same allocation as the neoclassical one, 
In this respect, the keynesian modal appears as a generalization of the 
neoclassical one, 

24, This means that the cost of identification of the buyers is very high, 

which precludes any discriminatory tarification on the part of the 

seller. 

25, A correspondance a from the metric space X into the metric space Y is 

A-valued if a(x) has the property A for every x in X, Further ais upper 

hemicontinuous (u,h.c,) if the set {x E XI a(x) c G} is open in X for 
every open subset G of Y, 


